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Rational approach to the design of an enzymatic 
bioremediator

Bioremediation: the employment of biological compounds or 
organisms to break down hazardous substances into safer 
compounds

Approach:

ØPhenomenological modeling: Identification of degradation 
bottlenecks

ØMechanistic modeling: Characterization of degradation 
bottlenecks



Target molecule: Aflatoxin

Ø PRODUCERS: Genus Aspergillus

Ø STRUCTURAL TRAITS: Non phenolic aromatic compounds.

Ø Among the most carcinogenic metabolites in nature. 

Ø The lactone ring in the structure (RED) causes molecular toxicity and 
fluorescence. 

Consequences of Exposure 
Chronic: Liver Cancer, Immune deficiencies
Acute: Death



Aflatoxin B1

(AFB1)
Aflatoxin G2

(AFG2)

Structural differences between variants



Degrading Enzyme: Laccase

Ø Multicopper oxidase

Ø Catalyzes one-electron 

oxidations

Ø Wide taxonomic distribution

Ø Extreme Evolutionary 

Plasticity

Trametes versicolor 
laccase 3D model

Bacillus subtilis laccase
catalytic site



Laccase degrades aflatoxin variants with different efficiency
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Low enzyme/substrate affinity is the reaction bottleneck 

[T] = toxin concentration (µg/mL)
[L] = laccase concentration (U/mL)
KT = Michaelis-Menten constant (µg/mL)
kL = degradation (µg/mL)
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Variant B1 escapes Michaelis-Menten dynamics
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Need for a Full Quantum Mechanics Model

ü Unbiased predictive power

ü Best approach to describe electronic excitation and transfers

ü Differently from QM\MM, it requires no previous chemical knowledge

ü Validation of any other non full QM approach

X Extreme computational power is required

X Traditionally inapplicable for systems larger than a few hundred atoms



´ Fukui isosurfaces indicate the sites susceptible to one-electron oxidation

´ AFG2 has a more delocalized Fukui function

´ Detoxification requires a localized environmental stimulus (white arrow)

Aflatoxin oxidation cannot occur on the lactone ring

AFB1 AFG2



Laccase cannot directly provide ring opening



DFT analysis identifies functional sectors on Laccase’s tertiary 
structure



Substrate-interacting sectors are highlighted



Relevant residues for aflatoxin degradation are identified and 
classified

Tox 0 = toxin
CU5 = copper atom

RED = 1000x

PURPLE = 100x

BLUE = 10x

GRAY = 1x

Strength of interaction 
with the toxin



Summary

´ Enzyme\substrate affinity is the reaction bottleneck. 

´ AFB1 defies the characteristic Michaelis-Menten dynamic 

´ Detoxification requires an environmental, specifically localized 
stimulus  after laccase-mediated oxidation

´ Differences in degradation rate between variants can partially be 
attributed to the intrinsic properties of the two toxin molecules

´ Residues relevant for degradation are variant-specific and in part 
off active site



´In silico and in vivo optimization will be informed by the 
mechanistically identified relevant residues 

´We attempt a mechanistic way to inform rational enzyme 
specialization towards substrates of interest to benefit our and other  
case studies

Implications
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